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Introduction:
ZEMA, ZE’s industry-leading end-to-end data management solution, is an all-in-one solution proven
to handle the most data heavy industries on the planet. ZEMA provides automated processes
to collect and validate data, and allows this data to be easily analyzed and sent downstream
to integrate with third party systems. ZEMA, launched in 1995, and has received sustained
recognition, not only from clients and partners, but also from Energy Risk, The Bloor Group, CIO
Review and other widely acknowledged experts. With over 20 years’ experience in the end-to-end
enterprise data management space and many clients who are known for being leaders in diverse
markets like Insurance and Reinsurance, Oil, Gas, Agricultural Commodities, Utilities, Energy , and
many more, ZE and ZEMA are synonymous with data management.
On top of being the one-stop-shop for external market data, ZEMA has the ability to collect,
store, secure, normalize, validate and centralize internally generated proprietary data. ZEMA
also provides the tools to create a centralized analytical platform for any industry. The analytical
tools within ZEMA are Market Analyzer, Data Direct and Dashboard.

Market Analyzer
Market Analyzer also has an unparalleled catalog of general and market-specific formulae and
functions. With over 140 inbuilt functions, Market Analyzer allows users to apply the logic they
require to any data set, whether it is volatility calculations, crack spread, dynamic or moving
averages, or arbitrage free blending. Market Analyzer is also integrated with the statistical
package R for enterprise clients. Users can leverage the function R_PROC () to call any function
available within R libraries, or even write and call their own. Additionally, ZE’s Business Solutions
team is working on proprietary libraries for R, so that complex data sets such as options can be
analyzed within the Market Analyzer application, utilizing the strengths of R.
Finally, given that data within a ZEMA database is normalized with a consistent nomenclature and
properties, comparing disparate data sources is easy within this application. From forecasted
loads to natural gas pricing, precipitation to pipeline flows, exchange rates to macroeconomic
indicators, all these and more are easily displayed within Market Analyzer. With the use of Series
Options, which can aggregate, interpolate, extrapolate, shift, slice, align or filter data, data series of
any type can be compared and analyzed. Additionally, generation of forward curves, curv analysis
or contract conversion is two simple clicks away from any user.

Data Direct Excel Add-In
This application allows users to embed dynamic data directly into spreadsheet analysis models.
No more will users have to copy and paste data, with this application any data stored within
the database, or any profile made within Market Analyzer, can be embedded into a spreadsheet
model. This data will refresh, either on a scheduled basis, or when the spreadsheet is opened,
allowing Excel users to always work with the most up to date data.
On top of this embedded dynamic data, ZE PowerGroup has developed many ZEMA-specific
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formulae, which increases the functionality and integration of Excel with ZEMA. Thus, users can
automate analysis and reporting within Excel. This functionality has greatly improved efficiency
and effectiveness of Excel-based methodologies for many of ZE’s clients.
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Dashboard
The last application within ZEMA that specifically focuses on analysis is Dashboard. This application
allows users to create a workspace that can draw from different forms of media. Whether a
user refers to a profile built within Market Analyzer, an Excel spreadsheet, PDFs, Weather Maps,
video’s, RSS news feeds, Spotfire analytics, raw data reports or images, this mixed media can be
easily viewed side-by-side.
Furthermore, these dashboards can be shared around an organization. This way, users can
all be (literally) on the same page in terms of frequently used analytics or operational data.
This application has been used by many clients to create operations dashboards, or executive
reporting tools.

An Integrated Approach to Analytics
ZE has learned through its 20 years of industry experience that a wider, broader approach to
analytics within an organization is needed. Once ZEMA has collected database information, the
ability to push (or pull) this data into any downstream, third party system is a requirement.
Popular tools, such as Tableau, Spotfire or IDC FutureSource use phrases like ‘data-discovery’,
‘self-service’ and ‘visualizations’ to distinguish themselves from other Business Intelligence (BI)
tools. On top of the current BI tools, users with a mathematical or statistical foundation use
Matlab, R and other heavy-duty computational and analytical engines. It is clear that no single
tool will be able to provide all the abilities that these data professionals require. ZE understands
that these purpose built tools allow users to fulfill specific roles and generate specific insights.
Analytical tools, as well as supporting data management, need to be flexible to accommodate
the changing and diverse needs of the continually evolving marketplace.
Alongside having robust and mature analytical applications within the ZEMA solution, ZE supports
the integration of data into other applications and tools. Whether the integration is through web
service-layers, direct database connections, or push-based prepackaging of data, ZEMA supports
a multitude of integration methods. This way users can get the timely, correct, and complete data
they need into the Pluralize tool they require. Through this self-service data-discovery process, a
company’s return on investment from both their analysis tools and their ZEMA solution will be
maximized through minimizing risk and maximizing effectiveness.

Other Analytical Benefits
Finally, through a centralized analytical platform, other benefits to enterprises become clear. The
first is increased transparency. As data-driven processes become transparent through ZEMA,
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the ’black-box’ of Business Intelligence disappears, so that data governance can track which
data sets are ingested, and which insights come out. On top of this, through the entitlement
application Admin Console, entitlement and data governance standards from all clients and
vendors are always within compliance. This audit trail allows an organization to minimize costs
associated with data, so that only users requiring and using expensive sources such as Argus
or OPIS are entitled to it.
Risk mitigation is also a benefit associated with a centralized analytical platform powered by
ZEMA. Through automation of data collection, validation, and potentially analysis, human error
is minimized with ZEMA. Automation of data collection and repetitive analytical tasks saves an
organization time and resources, while making human error a negligible risk. Other risks that are
mitigated by ZEMA’s distributed cloud include IT risk (Disaster Recovery, Managed Services),
Operational Risk (industry-leading Service Level Agreements, Recovery Point Objectives and
Recovery Time Objectives), data risks (robust validation, vendor partnerships, data interfaces
maintained by ZE), regulatory risks (protection of business IP, extremely high compliance and
transparency standards), along with others.
Other key differentiators between other vendors and ZE PowerGroup include:
•

Industry-leading report and source data capture.

•

Platform independent, web based GUI for user-friendly analysis capabilities.

•

Robust metadata layer for consistency across data within a ZEMA environment.

•

Bi-directional integration with any third party or proprietary system.

•

Multiple deployment options (On-site, ZE Hosted and Subscription).

•	Capture of published data directly from the source, with data quality assurance
and audit trails.
•

Open architecture ODBC/JDBC database.

•

Strong security model including LDAP/Active Directory compatibility.

•

Scalable and flexible solution which can develop as the business grows.

•

Fully customizable, automated data management workflows.

•

Fixed annual license escalation rate, with optional Managed Services.

•	Any data stored within a ZEMA environment is owned solely by the client, and
termination of licensing means that all data contained will be exported and given
back to the organization.
•

24x7x365 customer support and service recognized as industry-leading.
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Conclusion
Gaining actionable insight from data with accurate and integrated self-service data-discovery
analytics relies on the right solution. Manual data manipulation and reporting can be replaced
by automated ones, freeing up valuable data professionals. These professionals, namely data
scientists, architects, engineers, analysts and statisticians can now focus on their core job, using
analysis to increase an organization’s profitability. With decisions in organizations becoming more
and more data-centric, including business processes, practices, analytical methodologies
and risk mitigation strategies, the accurate analysis of data is becoming an increasingly important
factor in IT investment.
ZEMA, the premier, end-to-end data management solution from ZE PowerGroup, not only off-loads
the resource-intensiveness of data collection, validation, normalization and centralization, it increases
an organization’s capacity for analytics. This includes automating scheduled or replicated analysis
and increasing the transparency and auditability of business processes such as forecasted pricing,
transactional analysis or calculation of ‘what if’ scenarios. Finally, ZE takes a wider approach to
integration. With the multitude of tools, applications, analytical methodologies and data varieties on
the markets today, no single analytical tool can be all things for an organization. This is why ZEMA
integrates with all applications, allowing a business’s data assets to be used where, when and
how the business needs them to be.
Simply put, ZEMA increases an organization’s ability to adjust to variable market factors through
analysis and forecasting. Data-heavy industries such as oil and gas, or reinsurance, have already
mitigated risk and cost, while capitalizing on increased flexibility, scalability and transparency.
Maximize your ability to analyze and forecast the market by using any data you need, in whatever
tool you need it in, by utilizing ZEMA, the true enterprise data management solution.
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